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Abstract: We study liquid crystal (LC) shells in hybrid configuration (director tangential to the inside
but normal to the outside) as they slowly undergo a transition from a nematic (N) to a smectic-A
(SmA) phase. Every shell has two antipodal +1 topological defects, at the thinnest and thickest
points, respectively. On cooling from N to SmA, the symmetry axis connecting the defects gradually
reorients from along gravity to perpendicular to it, reversibly and continuously, if the LC and
aqueous phase are density matched at the N-SmA transition. This suggests reduced density near
the defects—reflecting a local reduction in order—under the strong confinement with antagonistic
boundary conditions. In the SmA phase, a regular array of focal conic domains (FCDs) develops,
templated in position and orientation by the +1 defect at the thinnest point. Around this defect,
a single complete toroidal FCD always develops, surrounded by incomplete FCDs. In contrast to
similar FCD arrangements on flat aqueous interfaces, this is a stable situation, since the two +1 defects
are required by the spherical topology. Our results demonstrate how the topological defects of LC
shells can be used to template complex self-organized structures. With a suitable adaption of the
LC chemistry, shells might serve as a basis for producing solid particles with complex yet highly
regular morphologies.
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The liquid crystal (LC) nematic (N) to smectic-A (SmA) transition under confinement between boundaries imposing orthogonal anchoring of the director n (the axis of
uniaxial cylindrical symmetry, also giving the average orientation of the molecular long
axes [1]) constitutes a very rich system for soft matter self-organization studies, since this
configuration induces a frustrated situation in the SmA phase that does not exist in the
N phase. The latter easily adapts to the boundary conditions by adopting a continuous
bend in the director field, n(r), from one boundary to the other, but the SmA phase cannot
accommodate bend due to its one-dimensional positional order with molecules arranging
in layers that orient perpendicularly to n [1,2]. This inability is often reflected in the N
phase upon approaching the N-SmA transition, as a divergence of the elastic constant K3 ,
describing the energy density of bend deformation. A pure bend from the tangential to the
normal boundary thus becomes exceedingly expensive in free energy and it was early on
recognized that the nematic can reduce its free energy by modulating the bend with a periodic twist deformation [3], with the saddle-splay constant K24 playing a key role [4–9]. The
effect is easily recognized in polarizing microscopy of a hybrid-aligned LC undergoing the
N-SmA transition, as a periodic pattern of stripes parallel to the average n at the tangential
interface [10]. These stripes and their complete elucidation attract much interest until this
day, with several teams having built an increasingly refined understanding [11–14].
Once the LC is cooled below the transition into the SmA phase, the modulated bent director field configuration becomes unstable and the stripe pattern breaks up into a beautiful
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pattern that often resembles a flower [15,16], the surface being tiled with circular domains
that may be partially overlapping. These are focal conic domains (FCDs) [1,2,17–20] in
which the conflicting boundary conditions are handled by the smectic layers bending,
rather than the director, which instead exhibits a splay deformation, as allowed in SmA.
Once the fascinating physics of why the FCDs form was understood, experimentalist
researchers developed means of directing their development with control of size and into
regular arrays [21–24] and several teams have demonstrated that the FCDs have application
potential in the form of microlenses [25,26].
Recently, Gim et al. also demonstrated that topological defects present in a hybridaligned nematic film confined between a water phase and air (providing tangential and
normal alignment, respectively), which is then cooled into the SmA phase in order to
form FCDs, significantly influence the trajectory along which the FCDs develop [14].
The water substrate is interesting as it provides a tangential alignment that is perfectly
degenerate, i.e., no particular orientation of n(r) within the water–LC interface is favored.
As a result, integer topological defects spontaneously develop (the bend in n(r) causes a
polar symmetry and thus precludes the formation of half-integer defects [7]) across the
nematic LC as it forms upon cooling from the isotropic phase. As the interface is flat,
the total topological charge is zero; hence, there is always an equal number of +1 and −1
defects in the sample. The defects exist only at the tangential-aligned interface (they are
surface defects, or boojums) since the normal n(r) at the air interface is always defect-free.
For the +1 defects, the bend from the water to the air interface can be oriented in two
directions, ‘away from’ or ‘towards’ the defect. The authors note that these ‘diverging’ and
‘converging’ versions of the +1 defect in the hybrid-aligned nematic give rise to distinctly
different trajectories as the FCDs in the SmA phase form. The converging +1 defect has
the ideal director field for an FCD, and therefore this +1 defect seeds a complete toroidal
FCD, around which adjacent incomplete and elliptic–hyperbolic FCDs develop outwards,
partially covered by their respective neighbor. In contrast, n(r) around the diverging
+1 defect is incompatible with the FCD formation, forcing it to undergo a significant
rearrangement as FCDs are formed; hence, this defect does not act as an FCD seed. The
pattern with incomplete elliptic–hyperbolic FCDs is a transient state at the flat aqueous
interface, and the SmA phase eventually relaxes to a configuration with regularly spaced
complete toroidal FCDs, covering the entire sample area.
In this context, a system for studying the N-SmA transition in hybrid configuration
that is particularly interesting is that of thin spherical shells, typically produced using
microfluidic methods as a double emulsion of water inside LC inside water [27,28]. If n(r)
at an LC–water interface is tangential, the spherical topology requires that topological
defects with a total charge of +2 develop at that interface [28,29]; hence, not only can
we expect to see the impact of defects on the FCD formation in a hybrid-aligned shell,
but we also see the impact of positive-signed defects only, without the influence of the
negative-signed defects that must be present at equal magnitude at any flat interface.
Moreover, each hybrid-aligned shell exhibits one converging and one diverging +1 defect,
positioned antipodally at the thinnest and thickest points of the shell [29–31]. The required
hybrid alignment is easy to achieve in LC shells since the stabilizers added to the aqueous
phase also dictate what alignment is achieved: polyvinylalcohol (PVA) supports tangential
alignment while surfactants typically promote normal alignment; hence, PVA in the inner
phase and surfactant in the outer phase, or vice versa, produce the desired hybrid configuration [29,30]. Interestingly, shells with hybrid configurations can even be produced
when surfactants are used in both phases [32] and with block copolymer stabilizers [31]
or with mixtures of stabilizers [32]; the configuration may be tuned dynamically by varying the temperature. Hence, LC shells offer a highly versatile platform for studying LC
reorganization phenomena.
We previously confirmed both the development of stripes along the average tangentialside n as hybrid-aligned nematic shells were cooled towards the transition to a SmA phase,
and the development of FCDs once the phase transition has taken place [33,34], but in these
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studies the cooling was too fast for a full equilibrium SmA texture to develop. Moreover,
we did not investigate in detail how the FCDs develop around the converging and the
diverging +1 defect, respectively, nor did we study the impact of density mismatch between
the LC and the inner phase, which renders the shells asymmetric. In this paper, we study
LC shells as they undergo an N-SmA transition very slowly (0.01 K/min) and we compare
the cases where the inner droplet is always lighter than the LC, making the shell thin at
the top and thick at the bottom, with two cases of density matching in the LC temperature
range; because the temperature dependence of the LC density is much greater than that
of the water density, it is only possible to density match for one temperature. We find
an interesting reorientation behavior in the gravitational field of shells that are density
matched at the N-SmA transition, which suggests that the defects constitute reduceddensity points within the shell, and we see that the converging +1 defect, always situated
at the thinnest shell side, indeed templates a complete toroidal FCD. The surrounding
incomplete FCDs never anneal into complete toroidal FCDs as at a flat LC–water interface,
most likely due to the permanence of the two +1 topological defects at the top and bottom
of the shell.
2. Materials and Methods
Shells were produced using the now standard microfluidic technique with nested glass
capillaries first introduced by Weitz and co-workers [35]. Our experimental parameters
were identical to those described in [36]. The innermost disperse phase and the outermost
continuous phase were both aqueous solutions of interface stabilizers. To ensure tangential
alignment at the inner interface, we added 1% by mass of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP,
Mw = 1.3 Mg mol−1 , Sigma-Aldrich) to the inner aqueous phase, while the outer aqueous
phase contained 1% by mass of the surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, Sigma-Aldrich),
ensuring normal alignment on the shell outside. The asymmetric boundary conditions
give rise to a hybrid n(r) with two +1 defects on the tangential-aligned interface, situated
at the thinnest and thickest points of the shell, respectively. As illustrated in Figure 1a,
one defect must be of the convergent type (hyperbolic director field in the cross section
through the shell symmetry axis) while the other must be of the divergent type (radial
director field in the same cross section), but it is not per se obvious whether the former is at
the thinnest point (top case in Figure 1a) or at the thickest point (bottom case). We will see
in the results section that only the former develops, in contrast to what has been suggested
previously [29,30].
As LC, we use a mixture, similar to [36], of the commonly used SmA-forming mesogen 8CB (4-cyano-40 -octylbiphenyl) and the reactive nematogen RM257 (1,4-bis-[4-(3acryloyloxy-propyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene), both from Synthon (Germany).
We do not polymerize the RM257 in this study; its main role here is to reduce the phase
transition temperatures compared to those of pure 8CB and to bring the density of the LC
near the N-SmA transition close to that of water at the same temperature. With 10% by
mass of RM257, the N-SmA transition takes places at TNS = 23.6 ◦ C (rather than 40.5 ◦ C
for pure 8CB). The first-order clearing transition (N-isotropic transition) is distributed over
a temperature range, as this is a mixture, taking place around TN I ≈ 35–36 ◦ C.
The density of regular water can safely be approximated as constant at 1.0 g cm−3 in
the temperature range from 20 to 35 ◦ C. The density of 8CB has been reported to change
from ∼0.98 g cm−3 just below the isotropic–nematic transition to ∼1.0 g cm−3 around
room temperature [37]. Although we have not determined the densities of our mixture as a
function of temperature, we have empirically confirmed that the behavior is qualitatively
similar to that of 8CB, with the significant difference that, throughout the nematic and
smectic phases, ρ LC is greater than ρ aq1 of the inner aqueous phase based on regular water.
An inner droplet of PVP in H2 O thus rises within the LC, rendering the corresponding
shell the thinnest at the top and thickest at the bottom. As the temperature dependence
of ρ LC is much greater than that of the aqueous phase density, we can density match the
aqueous phase to the LC at a certain temperature by mixing in heavy water (D2 O) to the
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inner aqueous droplet. In this way, we produce two additional inner aqueous phases with
ρ aq2 = ρ LC in the nematic phase, and ρ aq3 = ρ LC at TNS . The expected position of the inner
droplet within the LC shell is schematically illustrated as a function of temperature for
each of the three aqueous phases in Figure 1b.

b
a

Figure 1. Schematic drawings of LC shell cross sections containing the main symmetry axis, typically
running between the antipodal thinnest and thickest points. (a) In an asymmetric shell with tangential
internal and normal external boundary, n(r) can take two types of hybrid configuration: with a
convergent +1 defect at the thinnest point and a divergent +1 defect at the thickest point (top), or
vice versa (bottom). (b) The expected equilibrium geometry, as viewed perpendicular to gravity, at
temperatures near the N-isotropic transition (top), near the N-SmA transition (middle) and in the
SmA phase (bottom), for an internal aqueous phase that is density matched to the LC in the isotropic
state (left), in the nematic state (middle) and at the N-SmA transition (right), respectively. The LC
phase is drawn in orange, the inner aqueous phase in cyan.

The shells are enclosed in flat glass capillaries (Vitrocom) for observation in transmission through a polarizing optical microscope (POM, Olympus BX-51). In order to
control the temperature, the capillary was kept in a Linkam T95-PE hot stage fixed on the
POM stage. To study the structural development in the vicinity of TNS at near-equilibrium
conditions, we cool very slowly, at 0.01 K min−1 through the transition. Movies of the
behavior are recorded using a Sony FDR AX33 camcorder mounted on the POM, and from
these movies representative still images are extracted.
In most experiments the shells are observed along the direction of gravity, from top to
bottom, but in selected experiments we tilt the entire set-up, with the capillary fixed inside
the hot stage such that all components remain aligned, by 90◦ . This allows us to image the
shells from the side, as defined by the direction of gravity, an important complement to the
regular observation geometry due to the density mismatch between LC and inner aqueous
droplet that normally prevails.
3. Results
3.1. Cooling Shells with an Inner Phase Based on Regular Water
With an H2 O-based PVP solution as the inner aqueous phase, we have ρ LC > ρ aq1
throughout the liquid crystal temperature range of the shell, rendering it thin at the top
and thick at the bottom throughout the experiment. The +1 defect at the top is recognized
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in Figure 2a through the four brushes around the defect, which appears at the center of
each shell. As noted and explained by Noh et al. for hybrid-aligned nematic shells [31],
the brushes form a characteristic spiral pattern with weakly curved brushes around each
defect at high temperature in the N phase (a), indicating a director field that twists from
top to bottom to reduce the elastic deformation energy.

Figure 2. Polarizing microscopy photos of an LC shell, observed along gravity, with an inner droplet of ordinary water,
with density lower than that of the LC throughout the N and SmA temperature ranges. The sequence is obtained on cooling
from N to SmA, the latter being fully developed in (h–j). The focus is at the top of the shell except in (f,j), where the focus is
at the bottom and equator, respectively. Photos (a–h) were obtained through crossed polarizers (orientation indicated in (a)),
a λ-plate inserted in (c) with its slow axis as indicated, and photos (i,j) were obtained with a polarizer but not analyzer.
Scale bar represents 100 µm in the focal plane.

Once we have cooled the shell close enough to TNS for the twist and bend elastic
constants to start diverging, the spiral is straightened out nearly into a cross, at the same
time as the undulation of n(r) generates stripes along the original n(r), see Figure 2b.
Panel (c) shows the shell slightly later with a first-order λ plate inserted to reveal the exact
orientation of n(r). The blue-shifts towards the top right and left bottom, and orange-shifts
towards the top left and right bottom, confirm that we have a radial configuration of n(r),
as projected into the image plane.
As TNS is further approached in (d–g), more and more bifurcations are seen in the
stripes until they break up into focal conic domains (FCDs) once the SmA phase is reached
in (h–j). In (i), the nearly circular feature with a dot at its center, at the top of the shells,
corresponds to the complete toroidal FCD formed around the top +1 defect, surrounded
by incomplete FCDs. We show a high-magnification version of a similar shell in the same
state from another experiment in Figure 3. In Figure 3d, obtained without an analyzer
and with focus at the shell top, we note that the perimeter of the central TFCD is not quite
circular. Instead it extends towards the neighboring FCDs in at least three points, until it
meets the central depression of those FCDs where the hyperbolic defect line ends. In these
cases, there thus seems to be a continuity between the elliptic defect of one FCD and the
hyperbolic defect of its neighbor.
The bottom of the shell is much more difficult to image than the top, as we here must
image through the entire shell, but comparing Figure 3d,f we may still note a distinct
difference: while the central TFCD at the top is complete, partially covering its nearest
neighbor FCDs, the central FCD at the bottom is partially covered by its nearest-neighbor
FCDs. It thus appears that the top +1 defect templates the FCD growth emanating out
from it, while the FCD at the bottom defect adapts to its surrounding. Comparing with
the observations of Gim et al. [14], this gives our first indication that the +1 defect at the
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thinnest point of the shell is of convergent type while that at the thickest point is divergent,
as indicated at the top of Figure 1a. In the next section, we will see another piece of evidence
that this is the configuration developing within all shells.

Figure 3. High-magnification polarizing microscopy photos of an LC shell, observed along gravity at
constant temperature in the SmA phase, about 0.1 K below TNS . The LC density is greater than that
of the inner aqueous phase, yielding a thin top. The focus is at the top (a,d), equator (b,e) and bottom
(c,f), respectively. Photos (a–c) were obtained between crossed polarizers (cross in (a), whereas (d–f)
were obtained without an analyzer. Scale bar represents 100 µm in the focal plane.

The size of a shell can only be measured with the focus on the equator. It appears
smaller than reality when focusing on the bottom (most likely due to a lensing effect
from the shell), and often larger than reality when focusing on the top and using crossed
polarizers (due to the apparent expansion of the birefringence from LC below the focal
plane). Comparing with the scale bars in Figures 2j and 3e, we can conclude that the
diameter of both imaged shells are just above 150 µm.
3.2. Cooling Shells with an Inner Phase That Is Density Matched to the LC at the
N-SmA Transition
Redoing the same experiment with shells that have the inner phase with a density of
ρ aq3 , matched to the LC phase at TNS , offers some interesting surprises. The LC is now less
dense at high temperatures, when the shell is nematic; hence, in this case we start out with
a thick top and thin bottom, as shown at the top right in Figure 1b. We again recognize a +1
defect with spiraling brushes around it at the top of most shells in the corresponding POM
image, shown in Figure 4a, although there are some individual textural variations between
shells. In general, the regime of well-defined brushes appears to be smaller, most likely
because we are observing the thicker shell side this time. The sequence of interference
colors is similar to that in Figure 2, which is reasonable as the shell size is similar, the LC is
the same, and the birefringence effect is created by the entire shell, not just the section in
focus.
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Figure 4. Polarizing microscopy photos of shells (diameter ∼145 µm), observed along gravity, with
an inner aqueous phase density matched to the LC at the N-SmA transition, upon cooling from the
nematic phase (a–d) into the SmA phase (e–h) and then heating back up through the transition (i) and
into the nematic phase again (j). Photos (a,b,d,j) were obtained through crossed polarizers (indicated
in a) while the others were obtained without an analyzer. Shell numbering in (c,d) is to identify the
same shells in each image, as the shells moved somewhat between the photos. Scale bar represents
100 µm in the focal plane.

Considering only the variation of relative bulk densities upon cooling, we should
expect the shells to remain in the original orientation near the phase transition, where
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ρ LC = ρ aq3 , possibly tumbling somewhat by random thermal motion. Below TNS , the
original orientation becomes an unstable equilibrium configuration, and then we should
see a relatively fast complete 180◦ reorientation of the shells (or a corresponding relocation
of the inner droplet) until the thickest part is at the bottom and the thinnest at the top.
However, the observed trajectory is quite different. As we approach TNS on cooling, all
the shells slowly and continuously reorient until their symmetry axis, extending from the
thinnest to the thickest points, is horizontal, perpendicular to gravity, see Figure 4b–d. As
the phase transition sets in, we thus see the shells perpendicular to their symmetry axis
in (e), although we observe them along gravity. Just below the transition, once the SmA
phase is fully developed, we see a diversity of shell orientations (f–g), and upon further
cooling (h), we see the majority of shells with their thinnest side oriented towards the top.
The variety of shell orientations allows a better view of the FCDs around each shell,
and it appears that the range of regular stacking of FCDs emanating from the +1 defect
at the thinnest point ends around the shell equator, possibly because beyond the equator
they are more under the influence of the opposite defect at the thickest point, which is now
closer. On the thicker side, the FCDs are less densely packed, with a larger variation in size,
and their circular perimeter tends to be somewhat distorted inwards by the neighbor FCDs.
The reorientation near the transition is fully reversible, each orientation being stable at its
particular temperature: as we heat back to TNS we see the smectic focal conics ’melting’
into the undulated nematic stripes in the horizontal plane in (i), from the thinnest to the
thickest side. At slightly higher temperature in the nematic phase, when the undulations
have disappeared, we recognize the characteristic ’sideways’ orientation of all shells that
we saw also upon cooling in (b).
In addition to the stable temperature-driven reversible and continuous reorientation,
a second surprise is the sequence of interference colors in the nematic shells with horizontal symmetry axis in Figure 4b,j: comparing with a Michel-Lévy chart, we see that the
minimum optical path difference Λ is seen in the vicinity of the thickest point of the shell,
the color moving to higher orders of interference towards the thinnest point of the shell.
Since Λ is proportional to the thickness of a birefringent material, one might intuitively
expect the interference colors to vary in the opposite direction. However, with the complex
geometry of optic axis variation seen in a hybrid-aligned LC shell, the effects are non-trivial
to assess, an issue we will come back to in the Discussion.
3.3. Cooling Shells with an Inner Phase That Is Density Matched to the LC in the N Phase,
Observed Perpendicular and along Gravity
In the final experiment, we study shells where the inner aqueous phase has a density
of ρ aq2 , and is thus matched to ρ LC in the nematic phase. This means that the shells could
be perfectly spherically symmetric, with the inner droplet concentric with the outer LC–
aqueous interface, at high temperatures in the N phase, but as we cool towards TNS , ρ LC
increases beyond ρ aq2 and the inner droplet should float upwards, rendering the shells thin
at the top and thick at the bottom, as viewed along gravity. To study this effect accurately,
we initially tilted the microscope 90◦ , such that we observed the shells perpendicular to
gravity.
As usual, we start out in the nematic phase, and we can indeed see predominantly
spherically symmetric shells in Figure 5a,b, with relatively random orientations of the
two +1 defects (they appear to remain antipodal, but the axis separating them has no
particular orientation with respect to gravity). As we cool towards the phase transition, the
LC becomes denser than the inner aqueous phase, and just above TNS , when the first stripe
undulations are recognized in the nematic shells (c–d), all shells sink downwards within
the capillary, and the inner droplet tends to move up within each shell. The reorientation is
not perfect, but the majority of the shells have their thinnest point upwards as the FCDs
of the SmA phase take over the texture in (e). Interestingly, these shells, with somewhat
smaller diameter than those studied previously, become extremely thin at their thinnest
point in the smectic phase, to the point that their thinnest point becomes ‘invisible’ between
crossed polarizers, as clearly seen in two shells in the left half of Figure 5e.
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Figure 5. Polarizing microscopy photos of shells (diameter ∼125 µm), observed perpendicular to
gravity (microscope tilted 90◦ ; gravity is directed downwards in the images), with an inner aqueous
phase density matched to the LC in the N phase, upon cooling from the nematic phase (a–d) into the
SmA phase (e) and then heating back up into the nematic phase again (f–h). Photos (b,d–g) were
obtained through crossed polarizers (indicated in b), while the others were obtained without the
analyzer. Scale bar represents 100 µm in the focal plane.

We again heated up to the nematic phase, some shells still showing their extreme
thin top in Figure 5f, but overall the shell asymmetry is reducing and in (g) all shells are
clearly visible at all points. While the density matching in the nematic phase may be the
main reason for the thinnest point becoming thicker again, it is difficult to believe that
this is the sole explanation. After all, with density matched inner aqueous phase, there is
no gravitational force acting on the inner droplet; hence, the shell ought to remain in the
highly asymmetric configuration if no other forces act on the inner droplet. It thus seems
that the SmA order, and most likely the diverging bend constant of the phase, promotes
the extreme reduction in size of the thinnest point, whereas the nematic phase prefers a
more symmetric shell configuration. In fact, although the interference color pattern in (g)
shows that the shells are all oriented with the axis connecting the antipodal defects along
gravity, the shells appear quite close to spherically symmetric in (g) and in (h).
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It is now interesting to observe what happens when we bring the microscope back
to the upright orientation, thus ‘rotating gravity’ back along the viewing direction in our
experiments. The response to this change is shown in Figure 6. As the inner droplet is
density matched to the LC at the time the microscope is reoriented, there is initially no
driving force for the shells to reorient, and the texture remains largely the same as when
the microscope was tilted. However, as we cool down close enough to TNS that the nematic
stripe undulation starts, the shells find themselves in a non-equilibrium orientation, as now
ρ LC > ρ aq2 , and a collective reorientation can be seen in panels (a,b), until all shells face
with their thinnest point upward in (c,d). We again tilted the microscope by 90◦ and this
time all shells reoriented without delay, until we saw the stacked FCDs running uniformly
along the vertical direction, from the thin top to the thick bottom, in almost all shells in
panel (e,f).

Figure 6. Polarizing microscopy photos of the same shells as in Figure 5 just after the microscope was
brought back to upright orientation while the shells were in the nematic phase (a), where the LC and
inner aqueous phase are density matched. Upon cooling into the SmA phase, the LC becomes denser
than the inner aqueous phase and the shells thus reorient (or the inner droplet relocates within the
shell) until the thinnest point faces upwards (b–d). The microscope has again been tilted 90◦ in (e,f),
and we have waited until the shells have almost reoriented in response to the change in gravitational
force direction (directed downward in these photos); hence, we see the shells from the side, with the
thin top upwards and the thick bottom downward. Photo (e) was obtained without an analyzer, all
others between crossed polarizers (indicated in a); photo (d) additionally has a λ-plate inserted, its
slow axis oriented as indicated. Scale bar represents 100 µm in the focal plane.

4. Discussion
We end by discussing what might be the origin of the two most surprising observations
described above, first considering the unexpected stable orientation of the shells with
horizontal symmetry axis in Figure 4b–d,i,j. At this temperature, the inner aqueous droplet
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is density matched to the LC, as it appears in bulk. We speculate that the reason for the
surprising stable equilibrium configuration is the free energy contribution of the very strong
director field bend at the thinnest point of the shell, which may be enough to turn the LC to
locally nematic at that point. Such a deformation-induced SmA-to-nematic transition has
been suggested to occur at the core of SmA samples confined within a cylinder with normal
boundary conditions [38], forcing the director to bend at the center in order to ‘escape
in the third dimension’, as Meyer described it [39]. Since the elastic deformation cost of
this bend would be prohibitive in the SmA phase, the LC develops a local nematic order
along the cylinder core—i.e., TNS increases above the sample temperature where the bend
is localized [38]. The same argument was put forward by Cladis and Torza for their initial
attempt to describe the undulations seen near TNS in flat hybrid-aligned samples [10].
In our hybrid-aligned SmA shells, we have a similar situation at the thinnest point,
and we thus argue that this point remains in a nematic state, as otherwise observed at
higher temperatures. This also means that the density of the LC at this point is lower
than in a bulk sample at the same temperature, i.e., ρ LC < ρ aq3 at this point. Additionally,
at the opposite end, the director bent around the other +1 defect may induce a smaller
upward shift of TNS , with a corresponding slight reduction in ρ LC . We thus have two
antipodal points with slightly lower ρ LC than that of the remainder of the shell, one with
small reduction but in a larger volume, the other with larger reduction but in a very small
volume. The effective buoyancy force may be similar on the two sides, which thus both
strive upwards along gravity, the equilibrium configuration being when the two defects are
approximately horizontal. We hope our empirical study and this plausible argument can
stimulate further investigations, preferably supported by theory and computer simulations,
as would be needed to test this hypothesis.
Next, we address the issue of why the interference color changes in the direction
of increased Λ from the thickest to the thinnest point of the shell, when it is observed
perpendicular to the symmetry axis, rather than the other way around. We believe the
explanation is intimately related to the fact that the converging (hyperbolic) +1 defect
resides in the thinnest point of the shell, and the diverging (radial) +1 defect resides at the
thickest point, as indicated at the top of Figure 1a. If we observe the shell perpendicular
to the symmetry axis, we are looking from left to right (or vice versa) in this drawing.
Considering this, we may then note that, in the upper drawing, light passes largely along
n(r) in the thickest part of the shell, while it traverses primarily perpendicular to n(r) in
the thinnest part of the shell. Since n(r) gives the optic axis orientation of the LC, this
means that we do not experience much birefringence in the thicker part of the shell, while
we see nearly the complete birefringence near the thinnest point. Since Λ = d∆ne f f , for the
simple case of light traversing a birefringent material of thickness d and with uniform optic
axis orientation giving it an effective birefringence ∆ne f f , we can have very low Λ even for
large d, if ∆ne f f is low, as it is when we observe the sample nearly along the optic axis.
This qualitatively explains the observed interference color pattern. In fact, should the
shells have adopted the opposite hybrid configuration, as at the bottom of Figure 1a, we
should have seen almost no birefringence effect at all near the thinnest point, but a rapid
succession of interference color orders towards the thickest point, as we then would have
been observing mainly along the optic axis where the shell is thin, but perpendicular to the
optic axis where it is thick. This is very different from the experimental observations, and
we may thus conclude that all shells adopt the top configuration in Figure 1a. Again, this
empirical argument should be corroborated in a future study with a complete computer
simulation of the optics of the shell.
5. Conclusions and Outlook
Hybrid-aligned LC shells undergoing a transition from nematic to smectic-A phases
constitute a highly interesting platform for studying the complex self-organization taking
place in response to the spherical confinement. To approach equilibrium configurations, it
is imperative to cool extremely slowly through the transition, explaining why the previous
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experiments of this type of shell did not reveal the same regular stacking of focal conic
domains on the thin shell half as seen in this work. Moreover, the buoyancy driving the
inner droplet up or down along gravity, or its absence at a particular temperature where
the LC and the aqueous phase are density matched, significantly impacts the behavior.
It appears, however, that the difficulty to accommodate the bend distortion imposed by
the conflicting boundary conditions in the vicinity of TNS increases the shell asymmetry
beyond what buoyancy would produce, most likely to induce a minimum volume around
a thinnest point with a very tight bend, but where the phase remains nematic. This also
affects the density in the vicinity of defects, being lower locally than in the remainder of the
shell, giving rise to unexpected shell reorientations if the inner aqueous phase is density
matched to the bulk LC at the N-SmA transition temperature. Computer simulations and
theoretical analyses of the behavior of the LC near the N-SmA transition in shells would be
highly beneficial in complementing the empirical data described here.
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